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IN THE COURT OF MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS TRIBUNAL: 
LAKHIMPUR : AT NORTH  LAKHIMPUR 

 
 
M.A.C.T CASE No.74/2011. 
 
P  A  R  T I  E  S 
 
Sri Nileswar Ramchiari.    … Claimant. 
 
-Versus-  
 
1. Sri Gokul Bharali. 
( Owner ) 
2. Sri Dulal Gogoi. 
( Driver ). 
3. Reliance General Insurance Company Ltd.  
G.S. Road, Guwahati. 
       … Opposite Parties.  
  
Present :  Sri A.K.Das, 
   Member, M.A.C.T. 
   Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur. 
 
A  P  P  E  A  R  A  N  C  E 
 
Mr. D.R. Padi, the learned advocates for the Claimant. 
Mr. S.I. Hazarika, the learned advocate for the Opposite Party No.3. 
 
 
Date of argument : 03.05.2013. 
Date of Judgment : 13.05.2013. 
 

   J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T 

1.   This claim case has been instituted by Sri Nileswar 

Ramchiari, s/o Sri Uttam Ramchiari, r/o Joypur village under Gogamukh PS 

in the district of Dhemaji against OP No.1, Sri Gokul Bharali, the owner of 

the offending vehicle bearing registration No.AS.07.C/ 1314, OP No.2, Sri 

Dulal Gogoi, the driver of the offending vehicle, and OP No.3, Reliance 

General Insurance Company Ltd. Guwahati, seeking compensation 

amounting to Rs.12,70,000/- only for the death of Utla Ramchiari, the son 

of the claimant due to motor vehicle accident on 21.03.2011 at about 3.30 

Pm on NH-52 near Joypur village. 
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2.   The claimant’s case in brief is that on 21.03.2011 at 

about 3.30 Pm on NH-52, while the deceased, Utla Ramchiari was returning 

home from Jonki Panoi High School after finishing his studies by riding his 

bicycle and when he reached near Joypur village, the vehicle bearing 

registration No.AS.07.C/ 1314 coming with very rash and negligent manner 

from Gogamukh towards Dhemaji dashed against the bicycle of the 

deceased, and as a result he sustained grievous injuries on his person. It is 

further stated in the Claim Petition that the bicycle was totally smashed and 

the injured was immediately shifted to Gogamukh hospital, and due to his 

serious condition doctor of Gogamukh hospital referred him to North 

Lakhimpur Civil Hospital, from which again he was referred to Gauhati 

Medical College Hospital on the same day for better treatment, but after 

long treatment at GMCH, the injured succumbed to his injuries at GMCH 

on 07.05.2011. It is furthermore stated in the Claim petition that the 

deceased, Utla Ramchiari was the only son of the claimant and due to his 

absence the family suffers from physical and mental agony. The matter was 

informed with Gogamukh PS, for which police has registered Gogamukh 

PS Case No.38/2011 u/s 279/ 338/ 427/ 304(A) IPC. Accordingly, the 

claimant preferred the Claim petition seeking compensation amounting to 

Rs.12,70,000/- only for the death of his son, which includes general 

damages and special damages.    

3.   On receipt of the notice, the OP Nos.1 and 2, the owner 

and the driver respectively of the offending vehicle have appeared and filed 

their joint Written Statement. It is contended in the WS that the vehicle was 

properly insured with the Reliance General Insurance Company Ltd., G.S. 

Road, Guwahati, and the insured policy was valid on the date of accident 

and the insured premium was paid up to date against Policy 

No.1505702340000142 valid up to 27.05.2011. It is furthermore contended 

in the WS that the Registration Certificate, Route Permit and the other 

vehicular documents relating to the said vehicle are legally valid and as 

such the Insurance company is to indemnify the compensation to the 

claimant. 
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4.   On receipt of the notice, the OP No.3, Reliance General  

Insurance Company Ltd. has appeared and filed Written Statement. It is 

contended in their WS that the deceased was a minor having no income, and 

he died due to his own fault and negligence, and the claimed amount of 

Rs.12,70,000/- only is highly excessive and arbitrary and out of all 

proportion. It is furthermore contended in the WS that the OP, insurer is not 

liable to pay any compensation unless it is proved by the claimant that the 

place of accident is a public place and the vehicle alleged to have been 

involved in the accident was driven by the driver having valid and effective 

Driving License. 

5.   Now, upon the premises of the pleadings, the following 

issues have been framed to determine the real controversies between the 

parties : 

1. Whether the alleged accident took place on 21.03.2011 at about 3.30 

Pm on NH-52 near Joypur village under Gogamukh PS due to rash 

and negligent driving by the driver of the vehicle bearing registration 

No.AS.07.C /1314 (Winger vehicle) causing death of Utla Ramchiari, 

the son of the claimant ? 

2. Whether the claimant is entitled to get any compensation as claimed 

and, if so, from whom ? 

3. What other relief/ reliefs the parties are entitled to ? 
 

DISCUSSION, DECISION & REASONS THEREOF ON ISSUE NO.1 : 

6.   In support of the claim case, the claimant has examined 

himself and two other witnesses, namely Sri Bhaben Basumatary and Smti 

Bijaya Gayari. The claimant, in his affidavit evidence, stated that on 

21.03.2011 at about 3.30 Pm, while his son was returning home after 

attending school by riding on a bicycle and when he reached near Joypur 

Tiniali, the vehicle bearing registration No.AS.07.C/ 1314 dashed him from 

the backside, and as a result he sustained grievous injuries on his head, and 

his bicycle was totally smashed. The injured was immediately shifted to 

Gogamukh hospital and thereafter subsequently he was shifted to North  
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Lakhimpur Civil Hospital. As the condition of his son was critical he was 

shifted to Dispur hospital, where he had undergone treatment up to 

26.03.2011. Subsequently, he was shifted to GMCH on 26.03.2011 and 

during the course of treatment, he succumbed to his injuries and died at 

GMCH on 07.05.2011. He furthermore stated in his affidavit evidence that 

he incurred an amount of Rs.3,55,000/- only for the treatment of his son at 

hospital. CW.2, Sri Bhaben Basumatary in his affidavit evidence stated that 

on 21.03.2011 at about 3.30 Pm, while he was taking his son from the 

school, he saw the deceased, Utla Ramchiari who was proceeding to his 

home by riding on a bicycle, at that time the vehicle bearing registration 

No.AS.07.C/ 1314 came in rash and negligent manner and dashed the 

deceased from the backside, and as a result he sustained grievous injuries 

and his bicycle was totally smashed. During cross examination, he stated 

that he saw the occurrence when he was taking his son from the school. 

CW.3, Smti Bijaya Gayari stated in her affidavit evidence that on 

21.03.2011 at about 3.30 Pm, she was waiting at Joypur Tiniali for her 

colleague to catch fish in the nearby filed and then she saw the offending 

vehicle bearing registration No.AS.07.C/ 1314 came in rash and ngeligent 

manner and dashed the deceased from the backside. As a result, the 

deceased sustained grievous injuries on his head and his bicycle was totally 

smashed. During cross examination, she stated that she saw the accident 

with her own eyes as she was waiting at Joypur Tiniali. The OP did not 

adduce any evidence in support of their W.S. From the evidence of CW.2 

and CW.3, it appears that they are the eye witnesses of this case and they 

have categorically stated that they saw the accident with their own eyes. 

They also categorically stated that the vehicle was coming in very rash and  

negligent manner and in high speed driven by its driver and knocked down 

the deceased from the backside. Now, from the entire evidence on record, it 

appears that the alleged accident took place on 21.03.2011 at about 3.30 Pm 

on NH-52 near Joypur village under Gogamukh PS due to rash and 

negligent driving by the driver of the offending vehicle bearing registration 

No.AS.07.C/ 1314 (Winger) causing death to Utla Ramchiari, the son of the  
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claimant, Nileswar Ramchiari. Accordingly, this issue has been decided in 

favour of the claimant. 
DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF ON ISSUE NOS.2 AND 3 : 

7.   For the sake of convenience both the issues have been 

taken up together for decision as they are related to each other. Now, from 

the Ext.1, Accident Information Report, it appears that the driver of the 

offending vehicle had valid Driving License bearing registration No.NT/ 

37311/ NLP/ 08 which was issued on 07.07.2008 and valid up to 

06.07.2011, which was issued by the D.T.O. Lakhimpur. From the Ext.1, 

Accident Information Report, it also appears that the offending vehicle was 

duly insured with the Reliance General Insurance Company Ltd. vide 

Policy No.1505702340000142 valid from 28.05.2010 to 27.05.2011 

covering the date of accident. So, it appears that the driver of the offending 

vehicle had valid Driving License and the vehicle was duly insured with the 

Reliance General Insurance Company Ltd. As such, the said Insurance 

Company is liable to indemnify the claim of the claimant.  

8.   Now, from the Ex.6, Post Mortem Report, it appears that 

the deceased, Utla Ramchiari was attending 14 years at the time of his 

death. To assess the compensation for the death of minor, the Honourable 

Supreme Court reported in 2007(1) SBR 20 in the case of NIA Ltd. 

(appellant) -vs- Satinder & others (respondent) in para-9 of the Judgment, 

observed, “Accordingly, there are some aspects of human life which are 

capable to monetary measurement, but the totality of human life is like the 

beauty of sunrise or the splendor of the stars beyond the reach of monetary 

tap-measures. The determination of damages for loss of human life is an 

extremely difficult task and it becomes all the more baffling when the 

deceased is a child and / or non-earning person. The future of a child is 

uncertain. Where the deceased was a child he was earning nothing but had 

prospect to earn. The question of assessment of compensation, therefore, 

becomes stiffer. The figure of compensation in such cases involves a good 

deal of guesswork. In cases, where parents are claimants relevant factor 

would be age of parents”.  
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9.   Now, from the evidence on record, it appears that the 

deceased was attaining 14 years at the time of his death. During cross 

examination, the claimant has specifically stated that his present age is 39 

and the age of his wife is 36 years. So, in such case, the average age of the 

parents of the deceased should be considered as 37, and accordingly 

multiplier should be taken as '16'. So, if we take Rs.36,000/- only per 

annum as notional income of the deceased, so the amount comes to 

Rs.36,000/- x 16 = Rs.5,76,000/- only, and if we reduced the amount by 

2/3rd , then the amount comes to Rs.1,92,000/- only. 

10.   Now, from the evidence on record, it appears that after 

the accident the injured had undergone treatment at Dispur hospital Pvt. 

Ltd. and subsequently at GMCH. During the course of adducing evidence, 

the claimant has exhibited certain bills and vouchers relating to the 

treatment of his son. He has exhibited bill amounting to Rs.2,200/- only 

vide Ext.103 issued by Dispur Hospital Pvt. Ltd., bill amounting to 

Rs.1,000/- only vide Ext.104 issued by Dispur Sono Scan, bill amounting to 

Rs.9,425/- only vide Ext.105 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.3,190/- only vide Ext.106 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.79/- only vide Ext.107 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.1,642/- only vide Ext.108 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.375/- only vide Ext.109 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.403/- only vide Ext.110 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.4,146/- only vide Ext.111 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.33/- only vide Ext.112 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.75/- only vide Ext.113 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.209/- only vide Ext.114 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.5,198/- only vide Ext.115 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.105/- only vide Ext.116 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.23/- only vide Ext.117 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.306/- only vide Ext.118 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.157/- only vide Ext.119 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.2,300/- only vide Ext.120 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to  
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Rs.969/- only vide Ext.121 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.3,356/- only vide Ext.122 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.300/- only vide Ext.123 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.1,550/- only vide Ext.124 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to 

Rs.2,000/- only vide Ext.125 issued by Dr. R.J.Hazarika, Neuro, bill 

amounting to Rs.800/- only vide Ext.126 issued by Dr. R.Das, bill 

amounting to Rs.7/- only vide Ext.127 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill 

amounting to Rs.465/- only vide Ext.128 issued by Dispur Medicines, bill 

amounting to Rs.6,450/- only vide Ext.129 issued by Dispur Clinical 

Laboratory, bill amounting to Rs.22,500/- only vide Ext.130 issued by 

Dispur Hospital, bill amounting to Rs.3,488/- only vide Ext.131 issued by 

Dispur Drugs, bill amounting to Rs.2,261/- only vide Ext.132 issued by 

Lachit Medicos, bill amounting to Rs.2,178/- only vide Ext.133 issued by 

Lachit Medicos, bill amounting to Rs.1,150/- only vide Ext.134 issued by 

Dispur Medicines, bill amounting to Rs.8,000/- only vide Ext.135 issued by 

GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.224/- only vide Ext.136 issued by Kabita 

Medical Store, bill amounting to Rs.90/- only vide Ext.137 issued by 

GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.630/- only vide Ext.138 issued by GMCH, bill 

amounting to Rs.3,020/- only vide Ext.139 issued by Orthocare, bill 

amounting to Rs.620/- only vide Ext.140 issued by GMCH, bill amounting 

to Rs.90/- only vide Ext.141 issued by GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.50/- 

only vide Ext.142 issued by GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.240/- only vide 

Ext.143 issued by GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.30/- only vide Ext.144 

issued by GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.160/- only vide Ext.145 issued by 

GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.90/- only vide Ext.146 issued by GMCH, bill 

amounting to Rs.50/- only vide Ext.147 issued by GMCH, bill amounting to 

Rs.90/- only vide Ext.148 issued by GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.30/- only 

vide Ext.149 issued by GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.30/- only vide Ext.150 

issued by GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.140/- only vide Ext.151 issued by 

GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.140/- only vide Ext.152 issued by GMCH, bill 

amounting to Rs.160/- only vide Ext.153 issued by GMCH, bill amounting 

to Rs.90/- only vide Ext.154 issued by GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.20/-  
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only vide Ext.155 issued by GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.330/- only vide 

Ext.156 issued by GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.420/- only vide Ext.157 

issued by GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.100/- only vide Ext.158 issued by 

GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.40/- only vide Ext.159 issued by GMCH, bill 

amounting to Rs.150/- only vide Ext.160 issued by Dispur hospital, bill 

amounting to Rs.100/- only vide Ext.161 issued by GMCH, bill amounting 

to Rs.420/- only vide Ext.162 issued by GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.510/- 

only vide Ext.163 issued by GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.90/- only vide 

Ext.164 issued by GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.590/- only vide Ext.165 

issued by GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.180/- only vide Ext.166 issued by 

GMCH, bill amounting to Rs.90/- only vide Ext.167 issued by GMCH, bill 

amounting to Rs.20,000/- only vide Ext.168 issued by GMCH, bill 

amounting to Rs.25,600/- only vide Ext.169 issued by GMCH, bill 

amounting to Rs.552/- only vide Ext.170 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.362/- only vide Ext.171 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.803/- only vide Ext.172 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.818/- only vide Ext.173 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.275/- only vide Ext.174 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.148/- only vide Ext.175 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.543/- only vide Ext.176 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.950/- only vide Ext.177 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.416/- only vide Ext.178 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.429/- only vide Ext.179 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.69/- only vide Ext.180 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.613/- only vide Ext.181 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.854/- only vide Ext.182 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.138/- only vide Ext.183 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.818/- only vide Ext.184 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.55/- only vide Ext.185 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.198/- only vide Ext.186 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.56/- only vide Ext.187 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.110/- only vide Ext.188 issued by Diksha Medical, bill  
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amounting to Rs.135/- only vide Ext.189 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.64/- only vide Ext.190 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.274/- only vide Ext.191 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.279/- only vide Ext.192 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.66/- only vide Ext.193 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.438/- only vide Ext.194 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.713/- only vide Ext.195 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.360/- only vide Ext.196 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.1004/- only vide Ext.197 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.267/- only vide Ext.198 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.36/- only vide Ext.199 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.423/- only vide Ext.200 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.2,246/- only vide Ext.201 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.407/- only vide Ext.202 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.125/- only vide Ext.203 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.500/- only vide Ext.204 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.799/- only vide Ext.205 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.360/- only vide Ext.206 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.532/- only vide Ext.207 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.979/- only vide Ext.208 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.320/- only vide Ext.209 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.1,203/- only vide Ext.210 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.681/- only vide Ext.211 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.420/- only vide Ext.212 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.502/- only vide Ext.213 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.600/- only vide Ext.214 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.711/- only vide Ext.215 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.62/- only vide Ext.216 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.1,165/- only vide Ext.217 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.778/- only vide Ext.218 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.238/- only vide Ext.219 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.45/- only vide Ext.220 issued by Diksha Medical, bill  
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amounting to Rs.517/- only vide Ext.221 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.558/- only vide Ext.222 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.8/- only vide Ext.223 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.783/- only vide Ext.224 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.728/- only vide Ext.225 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.612/- only vide Ext.226 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.925/- only vide Ext.227 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.766/- only vide Ext.228 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.1,395/- only vide Ext.229 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.891/- only vide Ext.230 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.324/- only vide Ext.231 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.479/- only vide Ext.232 issued by Diksha Medical, bill 

amounting to Rs.7,100/- only vide Ext.233 issued by Happy Nursing Home, 

bill amounting to Rs.11,000/- only vide Ext.234 for ambulance service, bus 

tickets amounting to Rs.760/- only vide Ext.235, bus tickets amounting to 

Rs.380/- only vide Ext.236, bus tickets amounting to Rs.380/- only vide 

Ext.237, bus tickets amounting to Rs.760/- only vide Ext.238, Sumo tickets 

amounting to Rs.490/- only vide Ext.239, bus tickets amounting to Rs.380/- 

only vide Ext.240, bus tickets amounting to Rs.490/- only vide Ext.241,  

money receipts amounting to Rs.650/- only vide Ext.242 issued by Barman 

Lodge, Guwahati, money receipts amounting to Rs.700/- only vide Ext.243 

issued by Barman Lodge, Guwahati, money receipts amounting to Rs.500/- 

only vide Ext.244 issued by Barman Lodge, Guwahati, money receipts 

amounting to Rs.600/- only vide Ext.245 issued by Barman Lodge, 

Guwahati, money receipts amounting to Rs.150/- only vide Ext.246 issued 

by Barman Lodge, Guwahati, money receipts amounting to Rs.300/- only 

vide Ext.247 issued by Barman Lodge, Guwahati, money receipts 

amounting to Rs.100/- only vide Ext.248 issued by Barman Lodge, 

Guwahati, and bill amounting to Rs.450/- only vide Ext.249 issued by 

Dispur Hospital Pvt. Ltd., which comes to an total amount of Rs.1,99,072/-

only, which is rouded up to Rs.1,99,000/- only.  
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11.   Accordingly, the total amount of compensation comes to 

Rs.1,92,000/- only + Rs.1,99,000/- only = Rs.3,91,000 only ( Rupees Three 

Lakhs Ninety One Thousand ) only. 

   Accordingly, both the issues have been answered.  

   O R D E R 

12.   In view of the findings arrived earlier in the foregoing 

issues, I find and hold that the claimant is entitled to get an awarded amount 

of Rs.3,91,000 only ( Rupees Three Lakhs Ninety One Thousand ) only. 

Further, he is entitled to get interest @ 7.5 % p.a. on the awarded amount 

from the date of filing of his Claim Petition till realisation. The OP No.3, 

Reliance General Insurance Company Ltd. is to pay the awarded amount 

within 60 days from the date of passing this award. 

13.   This MACT case is disposed of, accordingly, on contest. 

14.   Both the parties will bear their respective costs. 

15.   Let a copy of this Judgment be forwarded to the OP No.3 

for compliance. 

   Given under my hand and seal of this Tribunal on this 

13th day of May, 2013. 
 
 
                              (A.K.Das) 
                        Member, M.A.C.T. 
                        Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur. 
Dictated & corrected by me - 

 

 

(A.K.Das) 
Member, M.A.C.T. 
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transcribed & typed by- 
S.Kshattry, Stenographer. 


